Presented by La Compañia & Melbourne Recital Centre

Saturday 12 February 6:30pm
Elisabeth Murdoch Hall

The Voice
of the Renaissance
Saturday 26 November 6:30pm
Directed by Danny Lucin
La Compañia, the celebrated
Renaissance Band unearths some of
the most beautiful and
fascinating music of the

Elisabeth Murdoch Hall

The Spirit
of the Renaissance

16th and early 17th centuries
delighting audiences with many
Australian premieres.

Box Office
tickets : $55 / $45

Virtuosity and flair on

two concert package: $94 / $77

diverse period instruments

Melbourne Recital Centre

together with expressive improvisation

31 Sturt Street Southbank

has seen vast global acclaim for

melbournerecital.com.au

La Compañia’s innovative

phone: (03) 9699 3333

programming and
dynamic performances.

transaction fees may apply
concerts one hour without interval

lacompania.com.au
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unfailingly enjoyable
…La Compañia presents concerts that heighten
expectations …this early-music collective has
dust-scattering bounce and clarity

The Age
One seldom hears this repertoire as fresh
and played with such musicality

MDR Radio, Germany
joyful ornamented music with such security in style
that is only achieved by the masters in the field

Toccata Alte Musik Aktuell, Germany
AY, CARAMBA, THEY’RE GOOD! La Compañia’s
relaxed and improvisatory yet passionate and precise
playing is a delight

Limelight

Saturday 12 February 6:30pm

Saturday 26 November 6:30pm

the
VOICE
of the Renaissance

the
SPIRIT
of the Renaissance

Passionate and imaginative the Italian Renaissance

The Golden Age of Spain, a flourishing period of

was the gateway to a new musical era.

artistic discovery where masterful composers

On a splendid period instruments La Compañia’s

created music that was highly distinctive.

stylish display offers a rare glimpse into a

Refined in style, vibrant in rhythm and with an

soundtrack of the sixteenth century, from vibrant

unfailing melodic lyricism this music is richly

piazzas, lavish aristocratic courts and to the

spiced with multicultural flavours.

grandeur of the finest cathedrals.

Renaissance experts La Compañia with their vivid

Transformative music so rich in variety with

performance style and fascinating instrumental

florid songs, stylish sinfonias, spirited dances

line-up will unearth some of the most glorious and

and a taste of the dramatic birth of opera

captivating music to unite the depth of emotions

will charm and delight.

with Iberian musical mastery.

Jacqueline Porter, soprano
The Voice of the Renaissance

on a splendid array of expressive period instruments with glorious voice

